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1
The News

“I had been managing on my own as a single parent for nine 
years,” says Carolyn, “and I’d decided to pursue what I thought might 
be a promising relationship with a man I’d recently met. Several 
weeks later, there I was at the gynecologist’s office, hearing that I might 
have genital herpes. The doctor gave me some printed material and a 
prescription, and told me she would have lab results in about a week. At 
the pharmacy next door I was holding back tears, wanting to hide from 
everyone, somehow feeling they were all staring at me. When I got to my 
car, I drove straight home and read the material over and over, hoping 
to find I had something else.”

For some, a diagnosis of genital herpes comes as a complete 
shock. They know next to nothing about herpes, and they perceive 
themselves to be at zero risk of sexually transmitted infections. For 
others, it’s not as big a surprise. They may have had a partner who 
had it or may know enough about its symptoms to make an educat-
ed guess. Many first learn they have herpes when they seek medical 
attention for some kind of symptom in the genital area, though they 
might not have suspected that herpes would be the explanation. For 
a few, a herpes diagnosis is the result of a blood test taken as part of a 
broader work-up for sexually transmitted infections (STIs).
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Whatever the circumstances, it’s safe to say nobody likes getting 
diagnosed with genital herpes. Some may see it as a relatively minor 
issue—the inevitable price of being sexually active—yet still not good 
news. For others, it’s a traumatic event, capable of causing a range of 
emotions.

One of the factors that gives herpes the potential to cause dis-
tress is the fact that it’s a sexually transmitted infection. Growing up 
in American society, many of us come to view an STI like gonor-
rhea or syphilis—or, more recently, herpes—as something strange 
and horrible that happens only to those who have done something 
wrong. People who deserve trouble in their lives. People of bad mor-
als. Attitudes about STIs vary depending on religion and a number of 
other cultural factors, but many of us have a hard time accepting the 
fact that we have an infection spread through having sex. It’s often 
something about which we’re taught to feel ashamed—or at least 
embarrassed.

Is this a reasonable attitude? Certainly few people would go out 
of their way to acquire an STI. Most of us would prefer to remain 
free of illnesses, whatever they might be. But the fact remains that all 
of us get sick during our lives. All of us are exposed to, and ultimately 
infected with, a host of bacteria and viruses that pose challenges to 
our health. Some of these germs are spread through the air or food or 
through contact with household objects that have been in some way 
contaminated. Some are spread through close physical contact with 
another person, including sexual contact.

Most of us are astonished to learn that infections spread through 
sexual contact are among the most widespread in our society. In fact, 
among infectious diseases only the common cold surpasses STIs in 
the number of people affected. According to the latest figures from 
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), there 
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are more than 19 million new cases of sexually transmitted infections 
every year. That’s people 52,054, newly infected, every day—enough to 
fill Franklin Field in Philadelphia.

When you think about it, the fact that STIs are so rampant 
shouldn’t come as such a huge surprise. After all, people in all walks 
of life do have sex. It’s as much a part of our biological make-up as 
eating and sleeping. And when we have sex, we sometimes pass a 
variety of common germs back and forth. One of the most com-
mon, it turns out, is herpes simplex virus (HSV), the cause of geni-
tal herpes. This particular infection is a fact of life for roughly 50 
million people in the U.S.—something on the order of one in five 
persons over the age of 14. An increasing number of us understand 
how prevalent herpes is, but most, ironically, do not translate this 
information into a sense of personal risk. Despite what we know “on 
paper,” we tend to see herpes as something that will happen only to 
someone else.

It’s normal to feel some embarrassment about getting any sexu-
ally transmitted infection, even to feel that this condition somehow 
separates you from your friends, or changes the way you will interact 
with them. But getting an STI is hardly a rare event. And as you can 
see, getting herpes puts you in rather large company.

All this is not to say that you don’t have a right to your feelings 
if a herpes diagnosis has caused you distress. Herpes is for all of us an 
unwelcome guest, and one of the things about it that is so distressing 
is that it’s probably a lifelong guest. Often the first questions we ask 
the doctor in that fateful office visit focus on getting rid of it. “What 
do we do about it? What drug can I take? What’s the cure?”

The answer, as you probably know by now, is that medical sci-
ence as yet has no cure for herpes. There are a number of medica-
tions that can help to control herpes, although none can wipe it out 
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entirely. Some people choose to rely on these to keep herpes under 
control, while others come to feel that they don’t need any medicines. 
Researchers, of course, are still hard at work, and the search for new 
drugs continues. Several types of vaccines are also in development.

In the meantime, it’s important to remember that, with time, 
most people find herpes is not the catastrophe it might seem to be at 
the start. The physical and emotional distress of herpes usually peaks 
early on, often in the first few months.

The experience of millions of people shows that herpes does 
not have to be—and usually isn’t—a major, life-changing event. 
Depending on the circumstances, and the type of symptoms involved, 
it often does require a process of adjustment—in our view of our-
selves, in our relationships, and sometimes in the way we approach 
our physical health and well-being. The first step is to gain a better 
understanding about herpes and the issues it might raise in our lives.

By opening this book, you’ve already taken that first step.


